AN ANGLO-SAXON SUPPORTING-ARM BROOCH FROM EASTRY, KENT (Fig. 3; Pl. ix, a-c)

In 1987 a substantial fragment of a gilt-silver supporting-arm brooch was brought by a collector to the British Museum for opinion. It was reported to have been found on the E. (or possibly NE.) side of Eastry, Kent, on the opposite side of the road from unspecified excavations. The collector had obtained the brooch from another source and was unable to give any more precise details about provenance.

Description

The fragment is 38 mm long, with a maximum width of 26 mm and thickness (of bow) of 3.5 mm. It consists chiefly of the bow of the brooch with a stub of the head-plate surviving, in the centre of the back
FIG. 3
1, Brooch from Eastry, Kent. 2, Brooch from Riensförde, W. Germany. Scale 1:1

of which is one of originally three lugs for hingeing the spring of the pin. The pin is missing and the lug is broken short across the middle of the hole for the spring rod. Small lumps of green corrosion on the back of the bow at this end suggest that the pin was of copper alloy.

The decoration of the front is sharply chip-carved and symmetrical. At the head-plate end of the bow is a pair of back-to-back scrolls, from the tops of which two ribs converge to form a plant-like motif with a pair of drooping ‘leaves’ on either side of the stem and with a hollow, lozenge-shaped head pointing to the centre-line of the bow. The motif is closely flanked by two inwards-curving ribs which continue along the upper sides of the bow, while a tooled, transverse rib divides the bases of the scrolls from what remains of the head-plate. By comparison with a close parallel to the Eastry brooch from Riensförde, Lower Saxony (see discussion below), this plate would have consisted of a narrow, cross-wise bar with three projecting animal-head knobs along the top edge and one at either end of it (indicated by the dotted outline in Fig. 3, 1). Below the plate, two damaged zoomorphic lappets jut from both sides of the end of the bow, the broken-off bodies of which would have formed two loops supporting the head-plate. The lappets are decorated with alternating grooves and lines of punched dots running across the bodies and necks of the animals, which have long, crest-like ears with dotted median grooves. The sloping sides of the bow are similarly decorated with alternating transverse lines and rows of dots, while three close, parallel ribs separated by dotted grooves run along the flat top between the flanking ribs already mentioned.

At the other end of the bow is part of a framed panel containing the tops of a pair of arches with an intervening vertical rib. These form the uppermost of possibly four superimposed rows of egg-and-tongue ornament that would have covered the original, wedge-shaped foot-plate. To the left of the top of this panel is the stub of one of a pair of animals that would have projected sideways at the junction of bow and foot-plate, again with transverse line-and-dot decoration.

The peaks of the chip-carved ridges have all been worn flat, except at the ends of the brooch, and the top of the bow is almost smooth. The gilding has also been rubbed away on the raised areas of the lappets. This all shows that the brooch had been in use for some while before being either lost or else buried in a female grave now ploughed out.

Discussion

There is only one close parallel for the form of the Eastry brooch, from Riensförde, in the region of Stade, Lower Saxony, Germany (Fig. 3, 2), but the decoration shows differences of detail. This German brooch, also of silver, was probably found in an early inhumation grave in 1881 together with an equal-arm brooch of Böhme’s Nesse type. The supporting-arm brooch appears to be related in form to a fragmentary brooch with similar egg-and-tongue
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decoration on a trapezoidal foot-plate and lateral animal heads from Granstedt. The heads of the Riensförde brooch call to mind the rudimentary lappets on a pair of plain copper-alloy brooches of related but earlier form from Gudendorf.

The Eastry, Riensförde and Granstedt brooches would seem to represent an elaborate and later form of Böhme’s Mahndorf type supporting-arm brooch with wedge-shaped foot which was produced in the Elbe-Weser region into the first half of the 5th century and was worn mostly in pairs on female costume. But they could also be worn paired with a different type of brooch (as was usual with such brooches imported into England), presumably by female immigrants among the early Anglo-Saxon settlers in the east and south.

The Eastry brooch appears to belong to a late stage in the period of experimental brooch forms during which Saxon craftsmen developed the equal-arm brooch from the supporting-arm type with trapezoid foot. This process of change is further exemplified by a recently discovered hybrid equal-arm/supporting-arm brooch of the earlier 5th century from Keymer, Sussex. Typologically at the end of the supporting-arm series, the Eastry piece shows close connections in decoration with that employed on equal-arm brooches of the mid and later 5th century. Its sharp, well-executed chip-carving, long-eared animal lappets (sea-lions in origin) and the egg-and-tongue panel at the opposite end of the bow can be compared with similar details appearing on equal-arm brooches of Dõsemoor type. The line-and-dot decoration of the Eastry animal bodies is a feature that is shared with both early and later types of equal-arm brooch, e.g. on the earlier 5th-century Wehden type brooch from Daudieck, Germany, on English examples of the Dõsemoor type from Haslingfield, Cambs., and Empingham, Leics., grave 49, probably of the mid and into the second half of the century, and on the Nesse type brooch from Zweeloo, Holland, of the later 5th century. The animals themselves, the chip-carved scrolls and the egg-and-tongue ornament are all late provincial Roman in origin and pre-date the emergence of Salin’s Style I in c. 475.

The parallel ribs and dots along the bow of the Eastry brooch hark back, however, to the linear decoration on this part of the earlier forms of supporting-arm brooch, e.g. from Oldendorf-Weissenmoor and Westerwanna, Germany, Pakenham, Suffolk, and Linton Heath, Cambs., grave 49. Taking into account the typologically late form of the Eastry brooch in the supporting-arm series, the closeness of its pre-Style I decoration to that of intermediate forms of 5th-century equal-arm brooches while still retaining earlier elements, and the possible grave association of its Riensförde parallel with a later 5th-century Nesse type brooch (which is probably the later of the latter two), its manufacture can reasonably be ascribed to around the middle or in the third quarter of the 5th century. The brooch would have been made in the Elbe-Weser region of NW. Germany and seems likely to have been worn by a female immigrant to Kent during that period or later in the century.

This new find suggests that Eastry, whose name shows that the place became one of the early Kentish district capitals in the Anglo-Saxon period, was probably established during the course of the 5th century, when 5th-century graves in the vicinity are also taken into account; although at what stage the settlement assumed such importance remains uncertain. It is therefore all the more regrettable that the exact provenance of the brooch is unrecorded. But, leaving aside the question of attribution of the Quoit Brooch Style, the Eastry brooch ranks amongst the earliest Anglo-Saxon material from Kent. This includes an early 5th-century Armbrustfibel from Ozingell, the Nydam style brooch from near Canterbury, datable between the early 5th and c. 475 when that style ended, many of the two dozen Kentish cruciform brooches, e.g. the new find from Lyminge, and the recently discovered fragment of an earlier 5th-century supporting-arm brooch of Perlberg type from Orpington. Together with the latter, the Eastry find provides important evidence that Germanic settlers in Kent came not only from Jutland and Frisia, as demonstrated by Mrs Hawkes, but now, if only to a very much more limited extent, almost certainly from Lower Saxony too.
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A RING-BROOCH AND PENANNULAR BROOCH PIN FROM KELVEDON, ESSEX (Pl. IX, D)

Unfortunate delays in the publication of the full excavation report have made it desirable to present this interesting cast copper-alloy ring-brooch and an associated barreform pin (Pl. IX, D) in the form of a note and the author is grateful for permission to publish it here. They were excavated from the upper fill of a ditch within the small Roman town at Kelvedon in Essex. Third-century Roman pottery lower down in the ditch fill provides an initial terminus post quern.

The patina of brooch and pin are visually quite different and clearly the two objects were made separately, though equally it seems that the pin had been fitted at the time of its deposition in the ditch. Approximately half the brooch hoop is missing, but there are three short broken-off hoop sections to add to it. Analysis kindly provided by the Research